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THE GREATEST SUPPLY CHAIN SHOW ON EARTH IS AROUND THE CORNER
Elmhurst, IL (March 4, 2014) The Greatest Supply Chain Show on Earth, Modex 2014®, is where the brightest
and the best thinkers in the global supply chain come to learn, grow, and network. Randall is very pleased to
among this group at the Georgia World Congress Center, March 17th – 20th.
We are looking forward to a great turnout and an opportunity to have fun and engage with our market. Our
exhibit at Modex, booth #2323, will not only feature our full array of curtain wall solutions, but also a fun,
engaging game where everyone walks away a winner but only one lucky person will win a daily grand prize.
Our warehouse team will be on hand to discuss best practices in warehouse space dividing solutions that
provide flexibility, modularity, and energy-savings. Randall Manufacturing will be showcasing:
GREEN InsulWall®: Used in all types of industries requiring warehouse temperature division, GREEN
InsulWall - a thermal, flexible curtain wall – effectively and quickly divides warehouse temperatures and space
with the ability to easily move or expand. In addition, GREEN InsulWall contributes to LEED scores with its
recycled insulation core.
What’s Behind Your Curtain Wall? series: Our video and print testimonial series featuring unique
applications in a variety of industries. See and hear why decision-makers used InsulWall to save energy,
maximize space, protect valuable equipment and be GREEN.
Industrial Curtain solutions: Perfect for dividing space where dust, paint spray, fumes, and airborne particles
are a concern. Custom-designed and manufactured to fit each application. Large or small, Randall’s Industrial
Curtain Wall solutions are custom designed with the widest selection of materials, colors, and hardware
Insulated Pallet Covers & Blankets: Randall’s insulated pallet covers and blankets provide temperature
protection for a wide variety of frozen and temperature-sensitive products such as pharmaceuticals, fresh
fruits and vegetables, ice cream, beer, paint and high-tech equipment. Randall’s Insulated Pallet Covers &
Blanket made from standard and heavy-duty material are custom designed and manufactured to fit each
application.

Connect with us at Modex, booth #2323, play our What’s Behind Your Curtain Wall? ball game and learn
how Randall’s flexible insulated and non-insulated curtain wall solutions can help your business. Visit us
at randallmfg.com/warehouse or call us at 800-323-7424. Register for Modex at www.modexshow.com .

